Taming the Inferno of the Online Ad Markets

- billions of microtransactions per day
- dozens of publisher, advertiser, & audience attributes
Goal: Fast Analytics
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Solution 1: MPP Database
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Solution 2:
HBase
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Solution 3: Do It Ourselves: Druid
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Four Principles of Druid’s Performance at Scale

**SUMMARIZE**

- 100x smaller vs raw data

**DISTRIBUTE**

- 100x throughput vs a single node (with 100 cores)

**PARALLELIZE**

**STORE IN-MEMORY**

- 100x faster vs disk

Druid can filter and aggregate over 1 billion rows per second on a 50-core cluster, or 20m rows per core per second.

= $10^6$

factor speed-up
Consequences of Druid: Faster Queries
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Consequences of Druid: Fresher Data
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Consequences of Druid: Scalable in the Cloud
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One Billion Rows Per Second: Analytics for the Digital Media Markets

QUESTIONS? CONTACT ME AT MIKE@METAMARKETSGROUP.COM
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